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Board games: how they became family survival kits at Christmas
From their beginnings in ancient Egypt to an £8,000 Monopoly set, board games have continued
to evolve

Billionaire Monopoly with sterling silver-gilt playing pieces, £8,330 geoﬀreyparker.com
DECEMBER 9, 2016 by: Jenny Lee

It is the season for selfflagellation: for vaingloriously trying to cook a bird as dry as the desert
and too big for the oven; for lying to children and living with the inlaws.
Every family has at least one — or a dozen — seasonal survival kits squirrelled under the
stairwell, all dusty and dogeared. Draughts and Ludo. Battleship. Monopoly. Cardboard
ambulances into which Yuletide anxieties, irritabilities and psychoses can be mainlined.
Every family also has at least one — or a dozen — insufferable gamers. Intellectual windbags
who defend Scrabble words like PhDs; cutthroats who wallow in Monopoly money like
Scrooge. For it is also the season of sitting around a board and enacting revenge on those
blood relations who gifted you novelty socks and the third nipple you inherited. This, you
murmur as you roll the dice in Yahtzee, is for a year of unanswered emails. That, you weep as
you nuke them to oblivion in Risk, was for a childhood of mortification.
On a wintry afternoon at the V&A Museum of Childhood in Bethnal Green, east London,
children huddle conspiratorially around low tables laid out for Game Plan, an exhibition
devoted to board games. They are playing with what looks like a Lego chess set with the
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intensity of laboratory scientists. And they are not alone; nearby a young couple are hunched
over a board, knees crooked to their chests.
“People playing modern games today tend to be in their twenties and thirties,” says Catherine
Howell, the exhibition’s curator. “It is a lot to do with modern sociality. Some people will say it
is a reaction to technology but I don’t think it is, because you get the games being played in
both mediums anyway.”

Board for the c1853 game A Tour Through The British Colonies and Foreign Possessions
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Board games date back at least 3,000 years to ancient Egyptian Senet, the oldest game known
to exist. Tutankhamun was buried with four sets crafted from faience pottery. Yet Senet was
also played by the sovereign’s subjects. “There are [Senet boards] scratched on to stones, so
we know it was played by everybody,” says Howell. “If you were just playing it yourself, you
could use pebbles and bits of wood you had lying around.”
The evolution of Monopoly had a similarly homemade aesthetic. “People would sit down at
their kitchen table and draw out their own version of the game,” says Howell. First invented in
1903 by campaigner Lizzie Magie to highlight the evils of the taxation system, “The Landlord’s
Game” gave players the option to pay rents into a communal pot to be divided among all for
the common good. When Charles Darrow came across the game he made some adaptations
and started producing it himself as Monopoly and — with unblinking capitalist irony — sold
the production rights to Parker Brothers, becoming the first millionaire game designer. His
prototypes were handcoloured on to oil cloth; monetary notes were handwritten; playing
pieces were charms snapped off a bracelet — which accounts for the whimsy of the thimble,
Scottie dog and wheelbarrow.
Monopoly enjoyed success in the postDepression era among children and families. In
contrast, modern gaming is an increasingly popular pastime for twentysomethings. In 2010
Snakes & Lattes — which claims to have been the first boardgame café in North America —
opened its doors to gamers in Toronto who huddled inside during the city’s punishing winter.
The US and China have hundreds of paytoplay cafés and the trend is growing in the UK.
According to the market research company NPD, sales of tabletop games in the UK rose 20
per cent in 2016. At boardgame cafés such as Draughts in London and Thirsty Meeples in
Oxford, “game gurus” serve the drinks and explain the rules.
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Clockwise from top left: Scrabble set in camel jewel calf leather, £995, aspinaloﬂondon.com; Kismet
Snakes & Ladders, 1895; Senet, a game played in ancient Egypt © V&A; The Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge

The craze can partly be attributed to a new wave of elegantly designed, strategybased games
that have been dubbed “Eurogames”. Unlike older games — such as Monopoly — they are
shorter, keep each player immersed in the action between turns and eliminate the possibility
of falling behind early on. “With the modern games, sometimes you don’t know who’s won
until the very end,” says Howell. “Or you’re playing against the game, so everyone is playing
together.” Some of the most successful recent designs draw on the imagery of graphic novels,
ranging from puffyfaced characters to sharp manga lines and digital aesthetics. Cards are
favoured over dice and gone are the garish plastic pieces and primary colours of the 1980s and
’90s. Pandemic Legacy even directs players to scribble over its mapboard and tear up their
illustrated “identity” cards. This ephemerality is in contrast to the craft and care with which
earlier games were sometimes constructed. Earlier this year, Sotheby’s sold a single Gothic
style chess piece, carved from ivory c13001320, for £653,000.
The emergence of the “Eurogame” can be traced to 1978 when German boardgame critics
established the Spiel des Jahres — Game of the Year — award. Klaus Teuber has won it four
times and his most prolific game, Catan, has sold more than 22m sets since it came out in
1995. The board is composed of 19 interchangeable hexagonal tiles depicting cartoonish
illustrations — tawny fields of grain and green grazing pastures. Each time the game is
configured, both the design and the strategy needed to win are altered.
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From left: ivory chess piece from Germany, c1300-1320, sold at Sotheby’s in July for £653,000; sterling
silver-gilt playing pieces from Billionaire Monopoly

A game that invites players to build settlements and gather resources of brick and lumber does
not scream multimilliondollar brand. So why has it been successful? “You’re always
involved,” says Teuber. “You have to stay at the table because you’re gathering resources as
you go. At the end of the game you have your little realm; even if you didn’t win, you can be
proud of the things you made.”
Teuber, who estimates he has up to 500 board games in his basement, credits his family’s
involvement in the evolution of his games. “My wife is very critical,” he says. “Whenever she
doesn’t like a game she will be honest enough to say ‘OK guys, this is not good at all . . . give me
something better next time’.”
Georgian board games emphasised education over enjoyment. “Race” games came with
explanatory booklets; children learnt and regurgitated the accompanying knowledge. “Moral”
games — modelled after Snakes and Ladders, which was played in India as early as 200BC —
encouraged children to strive to reach the centre of the board — “the cottage of content” — in
fulfilment of one’s good behaviour.
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From left: Leather travel backgammon set, £595, uk.burberry.com; Santos rosewood backgammon board
with carnival playing surface, £3,400 alexandralldesign.com; Bridge game set, £350, uk.burberry.com

Modern board games eschew moralistic didacticism in favour of narrative, interactivity and
collaboration. In Catan players find themselves cast as a humble but hardy Viking settler,
muttering to their neighbour about needing more ore. The game inhabits an agrarian fiction
worlds away from modern life. As Teuber says: “Every game I design has roots in a story. This
desire goes very deep. We want to feel a story in a game.”
For those — like Santa Claus — who make the toys, Christmas is a working holiday. The
Teuber household is no exception. “We try to test all the new games each year,” Teuber says,
“but mostly we have to playtest our own.”

Gift guide for games
If you are searching for a present that will bestow goodwill on earth and peace among siblings,
Codenames, which won this year’s prestigious Spiel Des Jahres, is available on Amazon for
£12.78. Players — cast as spymasters, agents and field operatives — can work as different
teams or all together against the game itself.
In homage to Monopoly’s celebration of capitalism, Geoffrey Parker is selling a set with
sterling silvergilt playing pieces — modelled on a polo pony, private island and jet — for
£8,330. Or, if someone in your family is prone to upending the board, Linley Games makes a
£3,500 compendium with Cluedo on the flip side.
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If Church’s mean shoes and Noël means Coward to your faithless clan, £24.99 will buy you a
Star Wars edition of Monopoly.
Or, if mulled wine gets your tribe as loaded as La Cosa Nostra, retreat with a trusted
consigliere to a twoplayer game. Alexandra Llewellyn’s “Carnival” backgammon set was
inspired by the gambling dens of 1930s New York and will cost you £3,400 in filthy lucre.
If your trusted consigliere is a Young Turk better suited to Noughts and Crosses, Burberry is
selling a board for £350 — ideal for those occasions when pencil and paper cannot be located.
And then there’s Scrabble. Aspinal has a set on sale for £995. The handbound board is
leatherbacked for extra grip (no excuse for the words slipping away from you) offering the
perfect platform on which, gleefully, to spell out “jezebel” for 75 points.
‘Game Plan: Board Games Rediscovered’ is at the V&A Museum of Childhood in London until
April 23
Photographs: V&A; The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Print a single copy of this article for personal use. Contact us if you wish to print more to
distribute to others. © The Financial Times Ltd.
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